exhibit fabric care
It is important to handle your exhibit fabric in a clean area with clean hands.
Nimlok supplies fabric handling gloves for your convenience.

handling tips
1. If your exhibit fabric has a zipper attached to it, it is best to zip it closed for storage.
2. Store all fabric graphics in the reusable plastic bag provided.
3. Wrinkles can be removed from the fabric with a cool iron or fabric steamer.
4. Fabric should not be stored when damp.

stain treatment tips
1. Try removing stains with water alone. Some cleaning products can leave a residue or help set-in the stain.
2. Treat the stain from the backside when possible.
.

For best results, treat stains as soon as possible.

stain treatment
1. Remove as much of the dry stain material as possible using a soft bristled brush and be sure not to rub too hard.
2. If you are using just water on the stain, try rubbing it on the backside of the fabric. You can also stretch the
fabric while applying a small amount of water to the stain.
3. Use a clean, lint-free white cloth and lightly pat the stain from the outside moving in to keep the stain
from spreading.
4. If a cleaning solution is used, rinse the area with water to ensure no solution is left on the fabric.
5. Most stains can be treated with a household fabric stain remover. It is always important to test how the solution
will react to a fabric. This can be accomplished by dabbing the solution on the fabric. Most household cleaners
will provide suggested treatments depending on the type of stain.

washing or dry cleaning
1. Your fabric graphics can be washed or dry cleaned. Remove any hardware attached to the fabric prior to cleaning.
Be sure to use mild soap, cool water and cool heat to prevent the fabric from shrinking.
2. Fabric must be completely dry prior to storing.
Nimlok does not warranty its fabrics against stains.
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